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Lucky day cash winners

Lucky Day was created to give anyone and everyone the chance to win. More than $10 million so far. Are you next? Download &amp; play to win! Our most popular game in the dark Take a tour around the world while earning rewards. So after months of playing I've come to suspect that this app is cheating so you never get to withdraw
cash. I'm sure some people can and do but pretty sure the vast majority of people will never. So like so many other apps, you need to hit $10 to withdraw cash. A few friends and I went through the same problem. We all started a few months ago playing in our spare time. Obviously none of us thought we'd make a lot of money, but hitting
that $10 goal in a month or two seemed feasible. The first few weeks were amazing. I've 25 cents a day on average and sometimes a dollar here and there. Of course after each win I was reminded to evaluate the application in the play store. A few more weeks followed and I hit 8 dollars. I think wow I'll be able to withdraw money in a
week or two. Well its now been an entire month and I won absolutely NOTHING. I've played almost every day and didn't even win a 25 crummy cent since hitting 8 bucks. I checked the reviews on the app and certainly enough of the 1-star reviews are stating the same issue. All the high-rated stars are basically wow people I've only been
playing a week and I've been up to 3 dollars. Most of the good ratings are from people who were reminded after having the first $1 win. I'm not saying no one has ever withdrawn cash, I'm sure people do but I'm starting to believe they're just going to let a certain number of players get on target. Just enough not to be considered a scam.
Just warn anyone who plays this to not get your hopes up and not just give them a 5 star rating because you won a dollar or twoPage 2 36 comments The other day I wrote about the Lucktastic app, and while I was considering that one , I noticed that there is a popular application in niche called Lucky Day. Also curious about this app, I
figured I would write an additional review about this lottery-like app to see if it is worth taking. If you don't read my Lucktastic app review, well, in short, I didn't really recommend it because it would take an eternity to earn $5. Basically, I'll only consider it only if you're a fan of scratch-off tickets and don't want to spend your hard earned
money at local gas stations. So is Lucky Day any different? Is it worth your time? Can you earn a ton of money? Do the filth for you as always, I've been playing around with the app for quite a long time and this is what I discovered. What is the Lucky Day app? Before I get into consideration, I first want to talk about the company's platform,
something I usually do before I even review the site/app just to give you an idea who you're working with. Lucky Day was started in 2014 and was founded by Lucky Day Day Inc., a company based in Beverly Hills, California. According to this review, the app has tens of millions of downloads with an average of 4.6 out of 5 reviews. When I
wrote this, the app was only available through the Google Play store and was not available in the iTunes app store. In short, the Lucky Day app for iPhone is currently not available. The company also has a solid A+ BBB rating and a very detailed company profile, talking about its culture and who is behind the app. Looking at the profile, it
looks like they have a diverse group of people with great benefits. It also looked like they had quite a few skilled job opportunities, which could signal some big growth. Is the Lucky Day app legal? At first glance, I see nothing fishy about the company itself. In fact, it seems to be as prestigious as any company found in the Fortune 5,000
list, etc. I think it's safe to assume we're working with a legitimate company here, there's no question there. However, just because the company is legitimate, it doesn't always mean it's worth taking. Remember, since the app is 100% free to join, you can always cancel and remove the app if you feel it's not worth your time. Sign up for an
account Before you can use the app, Lucky Day first asks you to sign up with your account, either by connecting your account to Facebook or registering with your email account. This is necessary to start playing with up, so it's really up to you how you want to sign up. Personally, I just used my email to get rolling. It's open to most
countries, however, you may get an error code, staying that the Lucky Day App isn't available in your country. If this is the case, you will not be able to participate, unfortunately. Registration takes only one minute to make and again, is required to visit your overview page. Your dashboard After creating an account, you can immediately
have access to your dashboard, which will look like this: Here, you can scroll through the list of locust makers and start scratching them to earn cards or even win cash just like you do with a real lottery scratch ticket. You can also access your menu, select your daily lottery number and/or enter the sweepstakes. In this review, as always, I
will talk about many ways to make money and what it will do to redeem your reward. The Menu In the upper-left corner of the app, as part of the dashboard, will be your menu. Here, you can find a variety of links, including the following: Basically this will be your shortcut in many ways to potentially earn rewards as well as earn more cards
and even check your current balance. As part of this review, I'll break down each section below that you find inside this menu, quickly explaining how each section works Under. Scratch-off tickets Let's start with scratch tickets, the main point of the whole game. These scratch tickets will not be found on your menu; instead, you'll find them
on the home screen. Each The app adds about 20~ or so scratchers you can play. These tickets are the first thing you'll see as soon as you open your app. To play those scratch-off tickets, as you guessed it, you just opened up a scratcher of your choice, read the rules and scratched away. In general, you will need to match three
symbols to win the prize shown as shown below: In this example, if I match the three gold foot icons, I will win $1,000. Even if you do not match the symbols, you will usually receive a random number of tokens as shown below. These tokens will be added to your balance. In the screenshot above, for example, I won 1,000 cards. This
happens in most scratchers, and I'll talk about the value of the cards later. This is no different than a lottery ticket you will buy at a store. The annoying thing about this app is that you always have to watch videos or you're forced to watch ads for 30 seconds, so plan to waste a lot of time watching ads. This is how the app makes money
after all so be prepared for all of this. NOTE: If you want to know your odds, I encourage you to access the terms section of your app. This can be found in your settings tab under left-corner menu options. Raffle In the Raffle section, you can enter tickets to win a variety of prizes, most of which look pretty cool. When I wrote this review, for
example, I could win a trip to Disneyland or even $500. There were five active lotteries at the time, all with a timer that expired when they would draw a winner. This may change as time passes, however. To enter, a ticket will equal a certain number of tokens. So for example, the $5,000 giveaway will cost me 5,000 cards, while the
Disneyland lottery will cost 10,000 cards. All the raffles vary in what it will cost, but these raffles are just that – a chance to win something quite valuable. Do not expect a win, but hey, you can not win if you do not try, eh? Lottery Part Lottery allows you to pick out five random numbers per day for your chance to win big cash. According to
this assessment, this is how the lottery is broken if you match any number: 1 match = 50,000 tokens 2 matches = 250,000 tokens 3 matches = 500,000 tokens 4 matches = 5 5 matches = 50,000 USD per day, You can pick out six numbers, 0 through 59, for the chance to win big. The year will be your number, while the sixth number will
be the lucky number. The lottery is free to play and will not require cards at your end. Again, it's like the usual lottery, just that it's free to play, so why not at least guess a few numbers. I guess you don't really have much to lose here. Free Tokens After a While, Your Raked Set Will Disappear When You Scratch But if you really want more
cards, the app allows you to earn more money in the card earning section. Now, I don't recommend doing this because the value is extremely poor, but I'm just covering this here anyway to show you how it works. Basically Basically The day will reward you for completing special offers, taking surveys, watching videos or even inviting your
friends. For each activity you complete, the app will then reward you with the amount of the above notification code. For example, as I wrote this, I can earn up to 160,000 cards if I enter a Walmart raffle or up to 2.1 million cards if I join Disney Movie Club. It works a lot like the GPT site I mentioned on this site a lot, just that you will get
cards instead of cash. Sure, while you can finally cash out your card, the exchange value is extremely poor. Again, it's a very poor value and highly recommended you consider Swagbucks, the leader in this industry if you want to earn real money for your time completing various offers. Recent winners As this tab implies, here, you can see
the most recent winners, along with a picture and how much they won. It's kind of fun to at least move through and see what people are winning right now, whether it's cash or the rewards they draw. Leaderboard In this section, if you want to win $10, you will have to have the highest notification code balance of the day to get it. Here, you
can see the current leader as well as where you stand. As you can see from my screenshot above, I have not earned any cards just yet for the day, but I rank #434. However#1 has more than 10 million tokens! That's quite a few. It will take a lot to be number one, so I really won't worry about this as your energy is best used elsewhere.
What is the value of lucky day tokens? Now that I've talked about many parts of the app, here's the most important part: What are these tags worth? Well, like a lot of these apps, many people use a points system, making it difficult to determine how much you are earning. Lucky days are no different. You will have to use your mathematical
skills. Before you start investing your time in this app, I recommend checking the Redeem bonus section to know what it will take to earn something. You will quickly find out that the value is extremely poor. And I'm being nice when I say that. Depending on when you're ready to redeem your rewards, you can get anything from gift cards to
odd jewelry like eyelash curling tools, etc. Honestly, the gifts look like cheap Chinese knockoffs, but the gift card option is meh. When I wrote this, for example, I could only choose from Panera Bread, Goals, Home Depot or Dunkin Donuts. This is quite poor compared to other reward apps/websites. These rewards change over time as
they replenish the store. So what are these cards worth? Keep in mind that these are redeemable values when I write this, so your results may be different, but use it as an average. As I write this, a $2 Panera Bread gift card will cost you 3 million cards, while a $3 Dunkin Donuts gift card will cost you 4 million cards, for example. A $10
Home Depot will cost 10.3 million cards. Quite a little, isn't it? So basically each worth $0.0 billion1 or something like that. Basically, it's almost nothing. When you are ready to redeem, you can do so in different categories, divided into number of cards. For example, I can divide my reward into 3, 5, or 10 million indies by clicking on menu
tabs near the top of the page. Again, I recommend at least clicking around to see what it will do to redeem and really see if it's worth it for you. Doing math I scratched out about 20 tickets and found I won an average of about 1,500 cards each time. So do the math, which is about 30,000 cards per day if you've scratched out 20 tickets.
Keep in mind that this may take some time because Lucky Day forces you to watch ads 30 seconds after every three scratches or so. Sure, you can earn more if you win more cards, but again, you have to win, so I'll just show the numbers I've been presented with. Use those numbers, let's say you want a $2 Panera Bread gift card for 3
million cards. That means you'll need to open this app 100 TIMES in 100 days to earn $2. You do the math for that one. Even if you win and cut in half, 50 days is still a long time. Seeing it as a lucky game, you really need to win big to make it worth anything. Cash In addition to cards, you can also win with cash, usually in instant wins, but
you can also win the lottery. I played around with this app for over a month, and from what I read, it's hard to withdraw cash because you need $10 to do so. As you can see in my screenshots, I've been stuck at $7.25 forever. I also read others reaching $9 balance and stuck there. Is it a coincidence? Who knows? But, I wouldn't rely on
making money simply from the original ticket, as the cards, it would take quite a while if you ever reached the $10 minimum payment. And, by the time you do, you can earn peanuts every hour. Also, if you check Google reviews, there seem to be similar complaints... This went on and on. Also, if you read the official Google reviews, you'll
find a lot of negative reviews regarding everything from stable to stuck at $7~, almost making me question how heck they're maintaining a 4+ rating. Finally, I do not recommend the Lucky Day app at all. To me, it's just not worth my time. I mean, if the app has millions of users, how long is my chances of winning $500 in the lottery? Plus,
as you can see among me, I don't want to wait more than 60 days to earn a $2 gift card. I only recommend it only if you like the idea of winning prizes or just testing your luck with the lottery. They pay off, so not a scam. I just feel like it's not worth your time. If you want to use it to make cash, don't use it at all as you'll be making coins an
hour after everything is said and done. Don't even start with the apps you have to watch. While it's a fun way to scratch lottery tickets without money, I think much better of using other platforms, such as Swagbucks or Junkie Surveys, if you want to earn cash. For this reason, I will not rank it above 10. Instead, I would say don't use if you



want to make money but use it if you want to win some cash. In short, only use this app if you want to check your luck and see if you can win big. Visualize it more of a game than a place to win something. Personally, I'll ignore it as I don't feel I have a chance to win, and frankly, I can spend my time wisely elsewhere. As always, feel free
to vent in the comments below to share your thoughts with the world. We all want to know how the app has treated you. Try Swagbucks, the most popular rewards program for which I make the most money. Simply answer survey questions and get paid! Join now to get $5! Five dollars!
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